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*sysdoc
RAISED IN NZ

BRIWI
New Zealand first to give women the vote
1893
New Zealand first to complete a land treaty settlement process with Maori
"You elected to brave the batons and pronounce that NZ could not be free when other human beings were being subjected to a legalised & cruel system of racial domination."

"In time, this nation and its government could stand tall as one of the most committed supporters of the anti-apartheid cause."

Nelson Mandela, NZ Visit, 1995
New Zealand first country to give river a ‘person status’
Nuclear free New Zealand
Sysdoc

An introduction to Sysdoc

*sysdoc
Sysdoc heritage: Aviation
Process simplification
Process design

Simulations
Learning & development

Human factors & just culture
Change management
Jaguar Land Rover

Our Clients
Insights
How to Scale Your Business

*sysdoc
Bring your authentic self to work
Listen to your mentors
Team is everything

- Be authentic, hire smarter, hire for values
- Hire for diversity
- Honest, team/trust
- Finance advisors
- Product / service
- Digital from day one
- Customer first
- Staff follow vision and trust
Charity

Our involvement and giving back

*sysdoc*
It’s A Penalty
Proud supporters
Resilient businesses can give back in so many ways